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Kammerud and Brockmeier: A Conversation with Kevin Brockmeier

Yalobusha Review

Chris Kammerud

A Conversation with Kevin Brockmeier
Kevin Brockmeier is the author of two novels (The Brief History of the
Dead and The Truth About Celia), two short story collections (The View from
the Seventh yer and Things That Fall from the Sk and two works for
children (Grooves: A Kind of Mystery and The City of Names). His stories
have appeared in Best American Short Stories, as well as Best American Fantasy
and The Year's Best Fantasy and Horror. He’s received the Chicago Tribune's
Nelson Algren Award,
Italo Calvino Short Fiction Award, a James
Michener-Paul Engle Fellowship, three O. Henry Awards (one, a
prize),
and an NEA grant. Also, he’s been chosen to be the guest editor for the
third installment of Best American Fantasy.
Recently, he spoke with fiction editor Chris Kammerud about his writing
process, the netherworld between fantasy and reality, and the happiness one
sometimes finds in eradicating the human race.

"Do you think you’ve ever been

”

CK: What was the town like where you grew up?
KB: Well, I grew up here in Little Rock. If you put Little Rock and North
Little Rock together—which
technically separate communities, but really
just divided by the Arkansas River—the population comes to, I think, around
250,000 people. You have a large enough base of people to have some
culture, but it's not so big that you feel swamped. It is unfortunately not a
very pedestrian-friendly community. It doesn’t have a great public
transportation system, either, so you really have to have a car if you’re going
to get anywhere conveniently. But there’s a lot to love about this place.
It's a much more eccentric community than you would imagine if you
had never lived here. There's this documentary I just saw, Towncraft, about
the city's hardcore music scene, which was very active when I was in high
school. It's about how Little Rock was far enough from the centers of
cultural activity that if you wanted a certain kind of art, you really had to
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make it yourself. I love the bookstores, and the restaurants, and the parks,
and the theaters that I know. There’s
art theater right across the street
from me, for instance. Most of all, I just appreciate living in a place where
I've built up so many memories. Just a few blocks from where I live now is
my old elementary school. It's very easy for me to walk down the same
streets or through the
parks I knew when I was growing up. So I feel as
if there's a continuity about
life that I might not have if I lived
somewhere else.

CK: What kind of stuff did you love to read as a kid?
KB: More than anything else, I read comic books. And I read a lot of them.
And I spent almost all of my allowance money them. I’m talking just the
superhero stuff, the typical Marvel and DC comics. If you’re talking about
text, rather than text and picture,
favorite writer when I was a kid was
Daniel Pinkwater. He’s still one of
favorites today. He wrote a book
called Alan Mendelsohn, the Boy from Mars that I fell in love with when I was
about ten years old, and then
number of other great books as well:
Lizard Music, The Hoboken Chicken Emergency, basically these funny little
fantasies involving average kids in very strange situations. I loved the Choose
Your Own Adventure series when I was a kid, too. I’ve got a story in tribute
to those books in
latest collection. And then I grew up in the
of Judy
Blume and Beverly Cleary and writers like that. All of
classmates were
reading them, and I was reading them too. But, on my own, aside from
comic books, I gravitated to the children’s fiction that had elements of
science fiction and fantasy to it, and then, when I got a little bit older, to
actual science fiction and fantasy.
CK: Did you have particular favorite comics or superheroes? Do you still
read them now?

KB: When I was growing up, I tended to fall in love with series that got
canceled after about twenty issues. I loved a series called DP7, which was part
of Marvel's ill-fated New Universe line. When I was in junior high, I was into
the 1980's DC incarnation of The Shadow, and then in high school there was
this series called Beautiful Stories for Ugly Children, again, all very short-lived.
Lately, I've enjoyed Chris Ware's books, and Joe Sacco's, and Shaun Tan's,
and this twisted little book called Misery Loves Comedy by Ivan Brunetti, and
I just rediscovered Moonshadow, which was this beautiful, mostly watercolor
fantasy miniseries that came out when I was in high school, I think.
CK: You mentioned your Choose Your Own Adventure story, “The Human Soul
as a Rube Goldberg Device.” Was that something you consciously thought one
day: I’m going to try and
a Choose Your
Adventure story?
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KB: That’s exactly what happened. When I was working on my first
collection, Things That Fall From the Sky, I was experimenting with the forms
of writing I had loved as a child, trying to make some adult use of them, so
there are fairy tales and Bible stories, and even a Mad Libs passage in one of
the stories in that book. I tried to write a Choose Your Own Adventure story
for that collection, and it was called—I don’t know if this is still going on,
but do you remember the “What Would Jesus Do?” phenomenon?

CK: Yeah, yeah.
KB: Everybody was wearing t-shirts and bracelets with the letters WWJD,
and that’s what they stood for: “What Would Jesus Do?” So the story was
called “WWJD: A Choose Your Own Adventure Story,” and [laughing] it
had roughly the same structure as the story in this new book, but not the
same storyline at all. I wasn’t happy with the way it turned out, so I just
junked it. But I liked the idea, and I still wanted to find some way of making
use of the form. It took me a while to come up with
idea that I thought
would justify it. This was the idea, "The Human Soul as a Rube Goldberg
Device," about the last few hours of a particular person’s life. My hope was
that the story's single ending would mean something very different
depending on the path you followed to get there. That was the last story I
wrote for the book. It was certainly the most difficult one to pull off,
presuming I pulled it off. I had a little map that I kept on my desk to
remind myself what was going on in the other threads while I was working
on
particular page.
CK: Were you conscious of how they worked together, the different threads?
Was it something where you plotted out each thread individually?

KB: Well, I did more of that than I usually do. Because typically when I’m
writing I have some broad idea of where I’m going, but I figure out an awful
lot of things as I go along. In this particular story, because all the threads
were working in tandem with each other along a common strand of time, I
like I needed to know what was happening on
given tier of the story,
so that all of the various threads would have certain elements in common. So
there’s one particular tier, for instance, where the sound of a siren travels
down a street, and that happens in every single page along that tier of the
story. It was little things like that I had to keep in mind

CK: So it sort of worked on the person as they read it in different ways,
subconsciously?
KB: That was my hope, yeah. I wanted many of the choices to be very
mundane, and others to be sort of profound. Not profound as far as the
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action of the story was concerned, just profound as far as the consciousness
of the character was concerned. So you might hit the end of a page and it
will ask you, do you think you’ve ever been happy? If so, turn to page such
and such, if not, turn to this other page.
CK: That was such a jolt when you read it because you have those questions
like Do you go in McDonalds? and then you turn the page and the next
question is: Have you ever really been happy?

KB: Yeah. And there’s also a hidden page in the story. I don’t know
whether you discovered it, but there’s one particular page that you can't
reach by making any of the decisions, so you’ll never know it’s there unless
you happen to hunt through every page in the story making sure you’ve read
the whole thing.
CK: Now I know what I’m gonna do after we get done [laughing]. You
were saying you wanted it to mean something to people that no matter
which way you read it, it would end in the same place.

KB: Yeah.

CK: The old Choose Tour Own Adventure stories actually had more than one
ending, right?
KB: They absolutely did. In fact they advertised them that way on the
covers. You
"Choose from 42 Exciting Endings!" or something like
that, and of the [laughing] 42 endings, there were maybe one or two happy
ones. In all the others, you died terribly or got trapped in a cave somewhere.
That wasn’t the architecture that really interested
I wanted a story with
a singular ending that would be illuminated from all these different
directions. So I knew I was going to end the story with the death of the
'you’ character, which would come unexpectedly to him or her. Beyond that,
I knew that I wanted the story, in the last paragraph or two, to leap forward
in some unexpected way. It took me a while to figure out what that might
be, but by the time I’ actually hit the last page, the idea had come to me.

CK: I was talking to a friend of mine this morning about Abraham Lincoln
of all people. We were talking about how he had, at some point in his life,
realized that no matter what he did it would amount to nothing, and the
only thing that mattered was his legacy, how he was remembered. Is that
sort of what the intuitive leap was for you at the end, because it goes into the
future where they extract his memories and he sort of becomes—the 'you’
character—a sort of cult figure whose memories
shown in museums.
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KB: My idea was that the last few hours of this life might take on a different
sort of... light, I guess, if you began imagining that they were being replayed,
over and over again, in some other continuum. It’s like Nietzsche’s eternal
recurrence, but not exactly, because it’s
a loop being viewed over and
over again by an appreciative audience.

CK: I think it stuck out to me because in so many of your other stories, so
many people are remembering things—that seems to be their drive. In Brief
History of the Dead, the whole city exists because people remember the
people in it.

KB: I’ve had people point that out to me before, and I suppose it’s one of
my unconscious obsessions. I’m not usually aware of
obsessions, though.
They just kind of keep reoccurring on their own.

II. “Essentially I tried to combine the most famous Star Trek story,
'The Trouble with Tribbles,’ with the most famous Anton Chekov story,
‘The Lady with the Pet Dog.’”

CK: To switch back to something you were talking about earlier, trying to
translate stories you loved as a child for an adult audience, there’s the
epigraph at the beginning of Things That Fall From the Sky from G.K.
Chesterton about fairy tales. A lot of people, when they think of fairy
think of them as a sort of children’s literature you grow out of, but it’s
something you acknowledge and seem to draw inspiration from. I wondered
what you loved about them, why they inspire you, and how they influence
you?
KB: I suppose it’s just, well, two things: one, is that they always seem to be
driven forward by a very strong storytelling voice, one that welcomes you
into the narrative. I find that compelling. Aside from that, as a reader, I’m
simply attracted to stories that have an element of
about them. Not
all of
own writing does, but some of it does. Probably the writing that’s
gotten the most attention does. That element of fantasy is an important part
of the fairy tales I loved when I was growing up, and then the fairy tales I’ve
discovered as an adult as well. Italo Calvino is one of my favorite writers, and
I slowly read through his body of work over the past ten or fifteen years.
The last of his books I got around to was his edition of Italian Folktales,
which is a set of retellings, maybe an 800-page volume. It contains many,
many traditional Italian folk and fairy tales. I resisted reading it for a long
time because it didn’t feel like one of Calvino's books really, since none of
the stories were original to him; he didn't produce them out of his own
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imagination. And yet, I found myself completely immersed in it when I did
read it, and the fables in the new collection were generated out of a desire on
part to write the kind of stories that might fit naturally into a collection
like that.
CK: Is there a difference for you between fairy tales and fables, or are they
sort of...
KB: I was using the terms interchangeably when I titled each of these stories.
In the strictest
of the term, a fable is an animal story with a moral to it,
but I was using it much more loosely than that. I think of the “fables” in the
new book as very short pieces (with very complicated titles) that have a
thread of fantasy running through them and a certain traditional, storytelling
tone about them.

CK: There was a George Saunders interview I read where he talked about all
of his stories being fables, having this moral vector that the stories kind of
unfurled around. Is that something you think about when you write? Is it
important to you that a story
moral, or have a moral?
KB: No, no, no, not really. Occasionally, very, [short laugh] very
occasionally, I’ll write a story that seems to me to have a strongly embedded
moral in it. In the new collection, the story Andrea is Changing Her
Name” might be an example of that, even though it’s a work of realism. But
typically, you
I’m trying to sort of unpack an idea, or a symbol, or a
character that’s become lodged in my mind. I would even go so far as to say
that I probably shy away from morals, or at least explicit morals—lessons—
more often than I embrace them.
CK: Is that how most of your stories begin, with that “something” lodged in
your brain?
KB: Yeah, that’s true. It’s not often that I
down and begin working on a
story as soon as I’ve had an idea. The ideas that seem the richest to me are
the ones that sort of linger in my head and grow and accumulate other ideas
around them. After something’s built up a kind of mass, that’s usually when
I’ll sit down and begin to work.

CK: When I read your stories, they feel precise. You talk about letting things
grow, though, figuring them out as you go along. Do these impulses fight
each other?

KB: Sentence by sentence, I try to write with as much precision as I can
muster. When I say I’m figuring things out as I go along, it’s not as if I’m
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just leaping forward in any direction whatsoever. I’m very slowly and
conscientiously trying to figure out what sentence ought inevitably to follow
after the sentence I’ve just written. I’m allowing the sentences to carry me
forward like that, bit by bit, from the beginning to the end of the story,
always keeping in mind whatever notion it is that’s driven me to
down and
begin working on the story to begin with. So I hope they do end with a
feeling of precision or inevitability, but it takes a lot of work to get there, to
find or follow or
out that rigid path from the beginning to the end.
CK: Do you have an idea of the structure when you

down?

KB: Well, it depends on the story. Again, for the Choose Your Own
Adventure story, I had a very particular idea of the structure. I had to have
that in place before I began writing. I often know approximately how long a
story will be, and I’ve got a vague idea of where it’s going to take
Sometimes I know how it’s going to finish, but I don’t usually have a precise
map to carry me from the beginning to the end. One metaphor I’ve heard
somebody use is the idea of a story as a canoeing or a rafting trip. That's an
idea that makes sense to
If you’re heading down a river, you know where
you’re beginning, you know roughly where you’re likely to end, you might
know where a major waterfall is going to lie or a set of rapids, you might
know that there’s a place where the river will branch and you’re going to
have to choose one branch or the other, but you discover almost all of the
scenery as you’ going along, and there are many important decisions you
make while you're on the water.

CK: It occurred to me that
you are such a figurative writer, you might
have all sorts of metaphors for the process of writing...
KB: Well, I tend to develop these metaphors and approve of them and then
forget about them almost immediately [laughing] in favor of some other
metaphor altogether. If I kept some sort of journal of them, I would have
quite a few to share with you, but I couldn’t summon them up with
ease
right now

CK: There was a moment in the “Lady with a Pet Tribble,” where,
of
all, that’s pretty cool that you decided to write a story set in the Star Trek
universe, and I would like to know how that came about.
KB: Sure

CK: There’s a moment where the Captain is thinking about how there’s a
smaller and better man inside of himself who experiences things not with
more depth, but with more exactness, and I was curious as to your thoughts
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on exactness. Is that something very important to you when you’re writing?
Is that something you strive for? It’s something I noticed in The Truth About
Celia, too, where Christopher Brooks—your alter ego—is talking about
trying to make the resemblance to the real events as exact as he could make
them.
KB: Yeah, I suppose it’s probably true that exactitude is one of the principles
by which I operate when I write. It’s certainly true on a sentence by
sentence level. I spend a lot of time tinkering with my words and hoping to
find a way to capture an image, or an emotion, or an idea, so that it won’t
fall to pieces as soon as you begin thinking about it. Sentence by sentence,
that’s definitely how I operate. Story by story, I don’t know. I might have
other ideas of how a story ought to fit together. But, I definitely have a very
strict sense of how a sentence ought to fit together, and if something
clumsy to me on the page, or it doesn’t ring true to my ear, then it’s very
hard for me to simply set it aside and keep going. I have to work through
again, and again, and again, until I feel that I’ve gotten it right. Then I
might discover when I reach the end of the story that I got it all wrong
anyway [laughing], and I'll have to readdress it, but at least that’s how I try
to work, taking one little piece at a time, bit by bit, and trying to make them
as precise as I can.
As far as “The Lady with the Pet Tribble” is concerned, that one arose
essentially out of a long-running joke—a pretty lame joke at that—between a
friend and me about confusing the great Russian storyteller and playwright
Anton Chekhov with the Star Trek character Pavel Chekov [laughing].
Essentially, I tried to combine the most famous Star Trek story, “The Trouble
with Tribbles,” with the most famous Anton Chekov story, “The Lady with
the Pet Dog,” and this was the piece that resulted. It’s a dumb idea for a
story, but I was kind of happy with the way it turned out and felt that it was
richer than I had expected it to
The story as it’s presented in the book,
though, is not quite identical to the story as I originally envisioned it,
because the legal department at Random House was very worried that
whoever holds the copyright to Star Trek would get angry that I had made
use of these characters and file suit against us. Originally Spock, for instance,
would have simply been named Spock in the story, but they
that I
couldn’t do that. Anything that referenced the Star Trek universe too
explicitly I had to find a way of hedging or renaming. Which was a shame,
because I had bought a Star Trek encyclopedia and [laughing] really worked
hard to make everything fit nicely into the continuum of that universe.
CK: Yeah, I wondered about that, if that was a choice you had made to sort
of keep it purposefully coy or vague.

KB: No, no, and I regretted the fact that

became coy in that way, and I
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hope the story still has something of the impact I thought it originally had.
But I was kind of forced into the circumstance.

CK: Was it strange writing other people’s fictional characters?
KB: I suppose the working method wasn’t far different from my usual one,
just concentrating very seriously on the sentences and trying to figure out
where they would guide me. But when I was writing the story, I did feel a
responsibility, even as I was trying to deepen the characters in this universe,
to remain true to their outlines as they had already been laid down by
previous writers. I mean, maybe when you’re writing a novel, you feel
obligated to remain true to the outlines of the characters as you yourself have
presented them, but this might be the only time I’ve
that obligation to
remain true to somebody else's characters.

III. “I wanted to tell a story about how the end of our own world
brought this other world to an end and also about the way that people
continue to exist in our memories even after they have
fallen out of our lives.”

CK: We were talking earlier about how people in your stories are dealing
with loss, like in the story in the first collection, “A Day in the Life of Half of
Rumplestiltskin,” half of him is simply not there. How do you go about
making a narrative out of the experience of loss because it seems like such a
backward motion, and narrative is usually thought of as something that
propels you forward?
KB: I would say
of all that, like memory, grief and loss seem to be
themes I find myself returning to again and again. I can’t exactly say why that
is, but for whatever reason, I feel I have something to say about them or at
least something I'm interested in understanding about them. I think the
characters in my stories are conducting their own lives and moving forward
through their narratives, but it is true that their minds are often turned to the
past, and maybe that gives the stories a reflective quality.

CK: In Brief History of the Dead, Laura is always moving forward herself,
trying to get somewhere...
KB: Yeah, and it’s important in that story that she [short laugh] remembers
the things, the people, she does in order for the other world, the world of
the dead but not forgotten, to even exist. In the case of that story, I kept
careful track of all the people she mentioned remembering so that I could
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incorporate each of them in some way into that other world.

CK: As you were writing her pieces of the story, and she was remembering
her memories, you’ go back and add the people?
KB: Actually, when I was working on the book, I wrote the first chapter and
then all of Laura’s chapters in one big chunk, and then I returned and filled
in the rest of the odd numbered chapters, the chapters that take place in the
city. By the time I had finished Laura’s section of the narrative, I had
accumulated this whole catalog of people that I could incorporate into the
other world.

CK: Did you feel like you knew, or had a broad idea for, the ending of that
book?
KB: I knew roughly where I was headed, and by the mid-point of the writing
process I even knew the last few phrases of the book. So, yes, I knew what I
was heading towards.

CK: How did you feel in that book about eradicating pretty much the entire
human race?

KB: I was happy to do it [laughing]. You know, honestly,
hand kind of
seemed forced. I wanted to tell a story about how the end of our own world
brought this other world to
end and also about the way that people
continue to exist in our memories even after they have fallen out of our lives.
It seemed to me that the best approach to the story was to narrow the
personalities in our world down to one, so that’s what I ended up doing.
But I
also say that I’ve read and appreciated a fair amount of postapocalyptic fiction. Above and beyond anything else, I’m talking about the
short stories of J.G. Ballard. All of his early stories and novels were these
beautiful, crystalline attempts at world ending. And also people like Thomas
Disch, and John Wyndham and, George R. Stewart.
lot of the classic
science fiction novels about the end of the world engaged
imagination.
CK: Have you ever thought about why the end of the world appeals to you
so much? Have you ever worried about it?

KB: You know, I’m not really sure. I think it might be that those themes
came to appeal to me simply because the books I had discovered that dealt
with them were so very well done, and I sought out other books of the same
type. Ballard is just a genius at making sentences. After I read his Complete
Stories, I felt like the rhythms of his sentences and the way he approached the
world remained in my head for a long, long time.
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CK: Is there a difference, for you, between terms like “real” and “true?” You
go back and forth between realist and fantastic forms of writing...
KB: I would be pleased with myself if I could provide some sort of epigram
for you here [laughing], but I can’t quite do that. I do think as much truth
be found in fantastic fiction as
be found in realistic fiction and that
you
explore the human condition as deeply and as intricately in either
form.

CK: There are some stories, like “The Lady with the Pet Tribble,” that are
sort of set in a fictional universe, and then something like The Brief History of
the Deaf which is the real world, but added on there’s this fantastic element.
they distinct modes you go into when you’re writing, realistic or
fantastic?
KB: I don’t know that they are. Sometimes I’m aware I’m writing a story
that won’t permit an element of fantasy, and sometimes I’m aware I’m
writing a story that
to be set in a wholly fictional universe, but
oftentimes I’m writing in some weird sort of netherworld between the two,
and even with the most realistic stories I write, you know, I feel as if in the
act of trying to observe the world clearly, they somehow turn into fantasy,
anyway. It’s almost unavoidable for

CK: Why do you think observing the world clearly leads you toward fantasy?
KB: I’m not quite sure, but I
tell you that the books that I’ve enjoyed
reading the most, which is to say the realistic writers I’ve enjoyed reading the
most, are often people—oh, just, some names like Marilynne Robinson,
Louis de Bernieres, William Maxwell, Bohumil Hrabal—who seem to see the
world through such a sharp lens that it suddenly becomes strange again in
your eyes as you’re reading.

CK: Is that something you strive for when you write, to make the world new
again or strange?
KB: New again, definitely; strange, perhaps, by accident. It’s often a great
effort to make each sentence approach the world with that sort of clarity. So
it’s not as if the world is necessarily blossoming open before me in this new
way as I’m writing. I'm slowly working to transfigure it in
own eyes.
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IV. “...I’m certainly turning my memories over again and again and
again. That’s just the sort of human being I am. ”

CK: How do you negotiate the
between, I hesitate to use the term
literature, but I will anyway—how do you negotiate that line between
literature and pop culture? The way you
them together, is that part of
trying to reclaim things from your childhood and bring them back to
adulthood? Is it something you consciously want to do?

KB: Maybe it’s just a matter of following whatever ideas have become lodged
in my head to their logical ends. In some stories, I might feel shy about
introducing elements of pop culture because I feel that they would wreck the
tone of what I’m trying to do. But that’s not the case with every story, and
sometimes, if it doesn’t seem to be out of balance with a project, I’ll
introduce other books or movies or products or anything at all that might
impinge upon the lives of the characters. I do a lot more of that, though, in
my children’s fiction than I do in
adult fiction. I’m not at all shy about
packing my children’s books with pop culture references.

CK: Why is
KB: Well, the kids’ books that I write are designed to be driven by the voice
of the narrator, who’s always a ten or
or twelve year old boy who is
telling a story, but along the way just talks about whatever he happens to be
interested in. Sometimes he’s interested in movies or books or the
restaurants he eats at. When I’m writing those books, I like to feel that the
voice can address the concerns of its own life as freely as it wants to.

CK: What drew you to write for children?
KB: Well, a couple of things. The big one is that I worked at a nursery
school when I was in college, and I used to tell stories to the children
day, just make them up. I would have the kids help me fill in the details.
They were always stories about them and the
and fantastic adventures
they would get into. That was a very important time in my life, and I loved
those
and I missed them. I wrote the first book as a way of continuing
to tell stories to that particular group of children—this was in my latetwenties—and dedicated it to them. Aside from that, I was reading children’s
literature again. I had set it aside for many years but then returned to it and
was enjoying a lot of it, experiencing as much appreciation for those stories as
for the adult fiction I was reading, so I felt comfortable participating in that
conversation. I enjoyed working on the first book, and I felt like I could do
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different things with my children’s fiction than I was doing with my adult
fiction so I decided to keep writing it.
CK: What sort of different things could you do?

KB: First of all, I could be funny. It’s not as if humor is entirely stripped
from my adult fiction—there
stories that have jokes in them and things
like that—but there’s definitely not as much of it as there is in my kids’
fiction, which is filled with jokes, and puns, and things like that. There are
certain things that I reserve for the children’s fiction
because I feel it
would ruin the texture of the adult fiction. The other thing to be said about
it is that it is very, very conversational in its tone. I still try to make my
sentences as exact as I can, but they’re exact by a different set of
specifications, those specifications being how neatly they suit this voice I’ve
got in my head. In the adult fiction, some of the stories might be driven by
voice, but that voice isn’t supposed to be, or isn’t often supposed to be, a
natural speaking voice.
CK: And that time in college, telling stories to the children at the nursery,
that’s something you draw on for your voice?

KB: It is. It was something I think I drew on more extensively for that first
book, Things That Fall from the Sky. It wasn’t very far in my past at that
point; it still seemed one of the most important features of my life. In some
ways it still does, but in other ways, it’s become more distant.
lot of those
kids now are in their late teens, some of them have probably graduated from
high school by now.
CK: Do you ever get in contact with them?

KB: Unfortunately, no. I do wonder what happened to some of them.
Occasionally I’ll type one of their names into Google to see if anything pops
up. Some of them have very plain names so it’s impossible to tell, but some
of them have names that are unique enough that I might find out that they
participated in a track meet or something like that. But I’m not close to any
of them anymore, except in my memory.
CK: Are there things that frustrate you about writing?

KB: Oh, definitely. I mean, there are days when it just seems like you can’t
get the sentences to do what you want them to do. And it’s certainly a very
solitary career, so there are times when I
I was just out in the world
interacting with other people more often than I am.
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CK: Are there things you do when you want to decompress from writing?

KB: Well, I do spend an awful lot of time pacing, so there is that. I spend a
lot of time reading. I would spend a lot of time reading whether or not I
was writing, but that’s usually part of
working day, interrupting myself to
read a passage here and there when I happen to get stuck. I might take a
break to listen to a song or a CD. I might step out to get lunch or dinner
with a friend. It’s quiet sorts of things like that.
CK: Have you ever given much thought to what you’d be doing if you
weren’t writing? Was writing something you wanted to do as a kid?

KB: I always read when I was growing up, and I always wrote stories when I
was growing up, but I didn’t know that I wanted to write professionally until
I was around eighteen years old. I had all sorts of career notions when I was
a kid. There was a time when I wanted to be a lawyer or an actor. When I
was really little—well, when I was ten years old, say—I wanted to be an
inventor, although I think my idea of an inventor was basically just the
Professor character from Gilligan’s Island [laughing]. I’ve been asked that
question before, what I would want to do if I weren’t writing. I’m attracted
to some of the sciences: astronomy, zoology, cryptozoology. Maybe if I were
actually working in those disciplines they would seem much more mundane
to me than they do, but as an outsider they seem filled with a sort of beauty
and majesty that I
imagine being very attractive. And I could probably
also happily work in the book world in some other capacity, as an editor or an
agent. Well, I would probably be a piss-poor agent, actually, but I would
probably enjoy editing.
CK: Why would you make such a bad agent?

KB: I’m not aggressive enough, and I’m not a salesman. I just don’t know
how to work that way.

CK: When you were eighteen, was it something specific that led you to
writing?
KB: I don’t know that it was anything specific. I can date it to eighteen
because I unpacked my old yearbooks recently. I discovered that in my
sophomore yearbook, everybody told me I was going to make a great lawyer,
and in my junior yearbook [laughing], they told me I was going to make a
great actor, and in
senior yearbook, they told me I was going to make a
great writer. So I must have figured it out by then. But it’s unquestionable
that I always loved books, and I was always filling the blank times in class by
writing stories to keep myself entertained.
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CK: Ray Bradbury used to tell this story about going up to the attic and
pulling his childhood out. Is that something, you mentioned your old
yearbooks, do you go there for inspiration?

KB: I don’t often return to the physical remnants of my past for inspiration,
but I’m certainly turning my memories over again, and again, and again.
That’s just the sort of human being I am. I have my eye turned to the past.
I think I would be doing that whether or not I was writing.

[Editor’s note: For excerpts from this interview—some 3,000 words including a
bit about why you can’t have "suicide" drinks in children’s fiction, as well as
ckmeier’s top 50 lists of movies and CDs, visit www.yalobusha.blogspot.com ]
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